
PHP String 

PHP string is a sequence of characters & supports only 256-character set and so that it does 

not offer native Unicode support. There are 4 ways to specify a string literal in PHP. 

1. single quoted 

2. double quoted 

3. heredoc syntax 

4. newdoc syntax (since PHP 5.3) 

Single Quoted 

We can create a string in PHP by enclosing the text in a single-quote. It is the easiest way 

to specify string in PHP. 

For specifying a literal single quote, escape it with a backslash (\) and to specify a literal 

backslash (\) use double backslash (\\). All the other instances with backslash such as \r or 

\n, will be output same as they specified instead of having any special meaning. 

Example: 

1. <?php   

2.        $str='Hello text within single quote';   

3.        echo $str;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Hello text within single quote 

We can store multiple line text, special characters, and escape sequences in a single-quoted 

PHP string. 

Example: 

1. <?php   

2. $str1='Hello text    

3. multiple line   

4. text within single quoted string';   

5. $str2='Using double "quote" directly inside single quoted string';   

6. $str3='Using escape sequences \n in single quoted string';   

7. echo "$str1 <br/> $str2 <br/> $str3";   

8. ?>   



Output: 

Hello text multiple line text within single quoted string  

Using double "quote" directly inside single quoted string  

Using escape sequences \n in single quoted string 

Example: 

1. <?php   

2. $num1=10;    

3. $str1='trying variable $num1';   

4. $str3='Using single quote \'my quote\' and \\backslash';   

5. echo "$str1 <br/> $str2 <br/> $str3";   

6. ?>   

Output: 

trying variable $num1  

Using single quote 'my quote' and \backslash 

Note: In single quoted PHP strings, most escape sequences and variables will not be 
interpreted. But, we can use single quote through \' and backslash through \\ inside single 
quoted PHP strings. 

Double Quoted 

In PHP, we can specify string through enclosing text within double quote also. But escape 

sequences and variables will be interpreted using double quote PHP strings. 

you can't use double quote directly inside double quoted string. 

Example: 

1. <?php   

2. $str1="Using double "quote" directly inside double quoted string";   

3. echo $str1;   

4. ?>   

Output: 

Parse error: syntax error, unexpected 'quote' (T_STRING) in 

C:\wamp\www\string1.php on line 2 



We can store multiple line text, special characters and escape sequences in a double 

quoted PHP string. 

Example: 

1. <?php   

2. $str1="Hello text    

3. multiple line   

4. text within double quoted string";   

5. $str2="Using double \"quote\" with backslash inside double quoted string";   

6. $str3="Using escape sequences \n in double quoted string";   

7. echo "$str1 <br/> $str2 <br/> $str3";   

8. ?>   

Output: 

Hello text multiple line text within double quoted string  

Using double "quote" with backslash inside double quoted string  

Using escape sequences in double quoted string 

In double quoted strings, variable will be interpreted. 

Heredoc 

Heredoc syntax (<<<) is the third way to delimit strings. In Heredoc syntax, an identifier is 

provided after this heredoc <<< operator, and immediately a new line is started to write 

any text. To close the quotation, the string follows itself and then again that same identifier 

is provided. That closing identifier must begin from the new line without any whitespace or 

tab. 

Naming Rules 

The identifier should follow the naming rule that it must contain only alphanumeric 

characters and underscores, and must start with an underscore or a non-digit character. 

For Example 

Valid Example 

1. <?php   

2.     $str = <<<Demo   

3. It is a valid example   

4. Demo;    //Valid code as whitespace or tab is not valid before closing identifier   

5. echo $str;   

6. ?>   



Output: 

It is a valid example  

Invalid Example 

We cannot use any whitespace or tab before and after the identifier and semicolon, which 

means identifier must not be indented. The identifier must begin from the new line. 

1. <?php   

2.     $str = <<<Demo   

3. It is Invalid example   

4.        Demo;    //Invalid code as whitespace or tab is not valid before closing identifier   

5. echo $str;   

6. ?>   

This code will generate an error. 

Output: 

Parse error: syntax error, unexpected end of file in 

C:\xampp\htdocs\xampp\PMA\heredoc.php on line 7 

Heredoc is similar to the double-quoted string, without the double quote, means that quote 

in a heredoc are not required. It can also print the variable's value. 

Example 

1. <?php   

2.     $city = 'Delhi';   

3.     $str = <<<DEMO   

4. Hello! My name is XYZ, and I live in $city.   

5. DEMO;   

6.     echo $str;   

7.  ?>   

Output: 

Hello! My name is XYZ, and I live in Delhi.  

Example 

We can add multiple lines of text here between heredoc syntax. 

1. <?php   

2.     $str = <<<DEMO   



3. It is the example    

4. of multiple   

5. lines of text.   

6. DEMO;   

7.     echo $str;   

8.    

9. echo '</br>';   

10.    

11. echo <<<DEMO    // Here we are not storing string content in variable str.    

12. It is the example    

13. of multiple   

14. lines of text.   

15. DEMO;   

16.  ?>   

Output: 

It is the example of multiple lines of text. 

It is the example of multiple lines of text. 

Below are the example with class and their variable 

Example 

1. <?php   

2. class heredocExample{   

3.         var $demo;   

4.         var $example;   

5.         function __construct()   

6.         {   

7.                 $this->demo = 'DEMO';   

8.                 $this->example = array('Example1', 'Example2', 'Example3');   

9.         }   

10.     }   

11.     $heredocExample = new heredocExample();   

12.     $name =  'XYZ';   

13.        

14.     echo <<<ECO   

15.     My name is "$name". I am printing some $heredocExample->demo example.   

16.     Now, I am printing {$heredocExample->example[1]}.   

17.     It will print a capital 'A': \x41   

18. ECO;   



19.  ?>   

Output: 

My name is "XYZ". I am printing some DEMO example.  

Now, I am printing Example2.  

It will print a capital 'A': A 

 

Newdoc 

Newdoc is similar to the heredoc, but in newdoc parsing is not done. It is also identified with 

three less than symbols <<< followed by an identifier. But here identifier is enclosed in 

single-quote, e.g. <<<'EXP'. Newdoc follows the same rule as heredocs. 

The difference between newdoc and heredoc is that - Newdoc is a single-quoted 

string whereas heredoc is a double-quoted string. 

Note: Newdoc works as single quotes. 

Example-1: 

1. <?php   

2.     $str = <<<'DEMO'   

3.     Welcome.   

4.            Learn with newdoc example.   

5. DEMO;   

6. echo $str;   

7. echo '</br>';   

8.    

9. echo <<< 'Demo'    // Here we are not storing string content in variable str.   

10.     Welcome.   

11.            Learn with newdoc example.   

12. Demo;   

13. ?>   

Output: 

Welcome. Learn with newdoc example. 

Welcome. Learn with newdoc example. 

 



Note: newdoc supported by PHP 5.3.0+ versions. 

Invalid Example 

We cannot use any whitespace or tab before and after the identifier and semicolon, means 

identifier must not be indented. The identifier must begin from the new line. It is also invalid 

in newdoc same as heredoc. 

1. <?php   

2.     $str = <<<'Demo'   

3. It is Invalid example   

4. Demo;  //Invalid code as whitespace or tab is not valid before closing identifier   

5. echo $str;   

6. ?>   

This code will generate an error. 

Output: 

Parse error: syntax error, unexpected end of file in 

C:\xampp\htdocs\xampp\PMA\newdoc.php on line 7 

PHP String Functions 

PHP provides various string functions to access and manipulate strings. 

addcslashes()  It is used to return a string with backslashes. 

addslashes()  It is used to return a string with backslashes. 

bin2hex()  It is used to converts a string of ASCII characters to 

hexadecimal values. 

chop() It removes whitespace or other characters from the 

right end of a string 

chr() It is used to return a character from a specified ASCII 

value. 

chunk_split() It is used to split a string into a series of smaller parts. 

convert_cyr_string() It is used to convert a string from one Cyrillic 
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character-set to another. 

convert_uudecode()  It is used to decode a uuencoded string. 

convert_uuencode()  It is used to encode a string using the uuencode 

algorithm. 

count_chars()  It is used to return information about characters used 

in a string. 

crc32()  It is used to calculate a 32-bit CRC for a string. 

crypt()  It is used to create hashing string One-way. 

echo()  It is used for output one or more strings. 

explode()  It is used to break a string into an array. 

fprint() It is used to write a formatted string to a stream. 

get_html_translation_table()  Returns translation table which is used by 

htmlspecialchars() and htmlentities(). 

hebrev()  It is used to convert Hebrew text to visual text. 

hebrevc()  It is used to convert Hebrew text to visual text and 

new lines (\n) into <br>. 

hex2bin() It is used to convert string of hexadecimal values to 

ASCII characters. 

htmlentities()  It is used to convert character to HTML entities. 

html_entity_decode()  It is used to convert HTML entities to characters. 

htmlspecialchars()  Converts the special characters to html entities. 

htmlspecialchars_decode()  Converts the html entities back to special characters. 

Implode()  It is used to return a string from the elements of an 

array. 
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Join() It is the Alias of implode() function. 

Levenshtein()  It is used to return the Levenshtein distance between 

two strings. 

Lcfirst()  It is used to convert the first character of a string to 

lowercase. 

localeconv()  Get numeric formatting information 

ltrim() It is used to remove whitespace from the left side of a 

string. 

md5() It is used to calculate the MD5 hash of a string. 

md5_files()  It is used to calculate MD5 hash of a file. 

metaphone()  It is used to calculate the metaphone key of a string. 

money_format()  It is used to return a string formatted as a currency 

string. 

nl2br() It is used to insert HTML line breaks in front of each 

newline in a string. 

nl_langinfo() Query language and locale information 

number_format()  It is used to format a number with grouped thousands. 

ord()  It is used to return ASCII value of the first character of 

a string. 

parse_str()  It is used to parse a query string into variables. 

print() It is used for output one or more strings. 

printf() It is used to show output as a formatted string. 

quoted_printable_decode()  Converts quoted-printable string to an 8-bit string 

quoted_printable_encode()  Converts the 8-bit string back to quoted-printable 
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string 

quotemeta()  Quote meta characters 

rtrim()  It is used to remove whitespace from the right side of 

a string. 

setlocale()  It is used to set locale information. 

sha1()  It is used to return the SHA-1 hash of a string. 

sha1_file()  It is used to return the SHA-1 hash of a file. 

similar_text()  It is used to compare the similarity between two 

strings. 

Soundex()  It is is used to calculate the soundex key of a string. 

sprintf() Return a formatted string 

sscanf()  It is used to parse input from a string according to a 

format. 

strcasecmp()  It is used to compare two strings. 

strchr() It is used to find the first occurrence of a string inside 

another string. 

strcmp()  Binary safe string comparison (case-sensitive) 

strcoll() Locale based binary comparison(case-sensitive) 

strcspn()  It is used to reverses a string. 

stripcslashes()  It is used to unquote a string quoted with 

addcslashes(). 

stripos()  It is used to return the position of the first occurrence 

of a string inside another string. 

stristr()  Case-insensitive strstr 
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strlen()  It is used to return the length of a string. 

strncasecmp()  Binary safe case-insensitive string comparison 

strnatcasecmp()  It is used for case-insensitive comparison of two 

strings using a "natural order" algorithm 

strnatcmp()  It is used for case-sensitive comparison of two strings 

using a "natural order" algorithm 

strncmp()  It is used to compare of the first n characters. 

strpbrk()  It is used to search a string for any of a set of 

characters. 

strripos()  It finds the position of the last occurrence of a case-

insensitive substring in a string. 

strrpos()  It finds the length of the last occurrence of a substring 

in a string. 

strpos()  It is used to return the position of the first occurrence 

of a string inside another string. 

strrchr()  It is used to find the last occurrence of a string inside 

another string. 

strrev()  It is used to reverse a string. 

strspn()  Find the initial length of the initial segment of the 

string 

strstr() Find the occurrence of a string. 

strtok()  Splits the string into smaller strings 

strtolower()  Convert the string in lowercase 

strtoupper()  Convert the strings in uppercase 
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strtr()  Translate certain characters in a string or replace the 

substring 

str_getcsv()  It is used to parse a CSV string into an array. 

str_ireplace()  It is used to replace some characters in a string (case-

insensitive). 

str_pad()  It is used to pad a string to a new length. 

str_repeat()  It is used to repeat a string a specified number of 

times. 

str_replace()  It replaces all occurrences of the search string with the 

replacement string. 

str_rot13()  It is used to perform the ROT13 encoding on a string. 

str_shuffle()  It is used to randomly shuffle all characters in a string. 

str_split() It is used to split a string into an array. 

strcoll() It is locale based string comparison. 

strip_tags()  It is used to strip HTML and PHP tags from a string. 

str_word_count()  It is used to count the number of words in a string. 

substr()  Return the part of a string 

substr_compare()  Compares two strings from an offset up to the length 

of characters. (Binary safe comparison) 

substr_count()  Count the number of times occurrence of a substring 

substr_replace()  Replace some part of a string with another substring 

trim() Remove whitespace or other characters from the 

beginning and end of the string. 

ucfirst()  Make the first character of the string to uppercase 
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ucwords()  Make the first character of each word in a string to 

uppercase 

vfprintf()  Write a formatted string to a stream 

vprintf() Display the output as a formatted string according to 

format 

vsprintf()  It returns a formatted string 

wordwrap()  Wraps a string to a given number of characters 

 

PHP Regular Expressions 

Regular expressions are commonly known as regex. These are nothing more than a pattern 

or a sequence of characters, which describe a special search pattern as text string. Regular 

expression allows you to search a specific string inside another string. Even we can replace 

one string by another string and also split a string into multiple chunks. They use arithmetic 

operators (+, -, ^) to create complex expressions. By default, regular expressions are case 

sensitive. 

Advantage and uses of Regular Expression 

Regular expression is used almost everywhere in current application programming. Below 

some advantages and uses of regular expressions are given: 

1. Regular expression helps the programmers to validate text string. 

2. It offers a powerful tool to analyze and search a pattern as well as to modify the text 

string. 

3. By using regexes functions, simple and easy solutions are provided to identify the 

patterns. 

4. Regexes are helpful for creating the HTML template system recognizing tags. 

5. Regexes are widely used for browser detection, form validation, spam filtration, and 

password strength checking. 

6. It is helpful in user input validation testing like email address, mobile number, and IP 

address. 

7. It helps in highlighting the special keywords in file based upon the search result or 

input. 

8. Metacharacters allow us to create more complex patterns. 
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You can create complex search patterns by applying some basic rules of regular 

expressions. Many arithmetic operators (+, -, ^) are also used by regular expressions to 

create complex patterns. 

Operators in Regular Expression 

Operator Description 

^ It indicates the start of string. 

$ It indicates the end of the string. 

. It donates any single character. 

() It shows a group of expressions. 

[] It finds a range of characters, e.g., [abc] means a, b, or c. 

[^] It finds the characters which are not in range, e.g., [^xyz] means NOT x, y, 

or z. 

- It finds the range between the elements, e.g., [a-z] means a through z. 

| It is a logical OR operator, which is used between the elements. E.g., a|b, 

which means either a OR b. 

? It indicates zero or one of preceding character or element range. 

* It indicates zero or more of preceding character or element range. 

+ It indicates zero or more of preceding character or element range. 

{n} It denotes at least n times of preceding character range. For example - n{3} 

{n, } It denotes at least n, but it should not be more than m times, e.g., n{2,5} 

means 2 to 5 of n. 

{n, m} It indicates at least n, but it should not be more than m times. For example 

- n{3,6} means 3 to 6 of n. 

\ It denotes the escape character. 



Special character class in Regular Expression 

Special Character Description 

\n It indicates a new line. 

\r It indicates a carriage return. 

\t It represents a tab. 

\v It represents a vertical tab. 

\f It represents a form feed. 

\xxx It represents an octal character. 

\xxh It denotes hexadecimal character hh. 

PHP offers two sets of regular expression functions: 

1. POSIX Regular Expression 

2. PERL Style Regular Expression 

POSIX Regular Expression 

The structure of POSIX regular expression is similar to the typical arithmetic expression: 

several operators/elements are combined together to form more complex expressions. The 

simplest regular expression is one that matches a single character inside the string. For 

example - "g" inside the toggle or cage string. Let's introduce some concepts being used 

in POSIX regular expression: 

Brackets 

Brackets [] have a special meaning when they are used in regular expressions. These are 

used to find the range of characters inside it. 

Quantifiers 

A special character can represent the position of bracketed character sequences and single 

characters. Every special character has a specific meaning. The given symbols +, *, ?, $, 

and {int range} flags all follow a character sequence. 



Expression Description 

p+ It matches any string that contains atleast one p. 

p* It matches any string that contains one or more p's. 

p? It matches any string that has zero or one p's. 

p{N} It matches any string that has a sequence of N p's. 

p{2,3} It matches any string that has a sequence of two or three p's. 

p{2, } It matches any string that contains atleast two p's. 

p$ It matches any string that contains p at the end of it. 

^p It matches any string that has p at the start of it. 

PERL Style Regular Expression 

Perl-style regular expressions are much similar to POSIX. The POSIX syntax can be used 

with Perl-style regular expression function interchangeably. The quantifiers introduced in 

POSIX section can also be used in PERL style regular expression. 

Metacharacters 

A metacharacter is an alphabetical character followed by a backslash that gives a special 

meaning to the combination. For example - '\d' metacharacter can be used search large 

money sums: /([\d]+)000/. Here /d will search the string of numerical character. 

Below is the list of metacharacters that can be used in PERL Style Regular Expressions - 

Character Description 

. Matches a single character 

\s It matches a whitespace character like space, newline, tab. 

\S Non-whitespace character 

\d It matches any digit from 0 to 9. 



\D Matches a non-digit character. 

\w Matches for a word character such as - a-z, A-Z, 0-9, _ 

\W Matches a non-word character. 

[aeiou] It matches any single character in the given set. 

[^aeiou] It matches any single character except the given set. 

(foo|baz|bar) Matches any of the alternatives specified. 

Modifiers 

There are several modifiers available, which makes the work much easier with a regular 

expression. For example - case-sensitivity or searching in multiple lines, etc. 

Character Description 

i Makes case insensitive search 

m It specifies that if a string has a carriage return or newline characters, the $ 

and ^ operator will match against a newline boundary rather than a string 

boundary. 

o Evaluates the expression only once 

s It allows the use of .(dot) to match a newline character 

x This modifier allows us to use whitespace in expression for clarity. 

g It globally searches all matches. 

cg It allows the search to continue even after the global match fails. 

PHP Regexp POSIX Function 

PHP currently provides seven functions to search strings using POSIX-style regular 

expression - 



Function Description 

preg_match() This function searches the pattern inside the string and 

returns true if the pattern exists otherwise returns false. 

 

preg_match_all() This function matches all the occurrences of pattern in the 

string. 

 

preg_replace() The preg_replace() function is similar to the ereg_replace() 

function, except that the regular expressions can be used in 

search and replace. 

 

preg_split() This function exactly works like split() function except the 

condition is that it accepts regular expression as an input 

parameter for pattern. Mainly it divides the string by a regular 

expression. 

 

preg_grep() The preg_grep() function finds all the elements of input_array 

and returns the array elements matched with regexp 

(relational expression) pattern. 

 

preg_quote() Quote the regular expression characters.  

PHP preg_match() function 

The preg_match() function is a built-in function of PHP that performs a regular expression 

match. This function searches the string for pattern, and returns true if the pattern exists 

otherwise returns false. Generally, the searching starts from the beginning of $subject 

string parameter. The optional parameter $offset is used to start the search from the 

specified position. 

Syntax 

1. int preg_match (string $pattern, string $subject, array $matches, int $flags, int $offset)   

Note: $offset is an optional parameter that specifies the position from where to begin the 
search. 

Parameters 



pattern 

It is a string type parameter. This parameter holds the pattern to search as a string. 

subject 

This parameter holds the input string in which we search for pattern. 

matches 

If matches parameter is provided, it will contain the search results. 

matches[0] - It will hold the text, which matched with the complete pattern. 

matches[1] - It will contain the text, which matched with the first captured parenthesized 

subpattern, and so on. 

flags 

The flags can have the following flags given below: 

o PREG_OFFSET_CAPTURE: If this flag is passed in preg_match(), for every 

occurring match the appendant string offset will also return. 

o PREG_UNMATCHED_AS_NULL: If this flag is passed in preg_match(), unmatched 

subpattern will be reported as NULL, otherwise they will be reported as empty string. 

offset 

By default, the search starts from the beginning of the $subject parameter. The offset 

parameter is used to specify the place where the searching will start. It is an optional 

parameter. 

Return Type 

The preg_match() function returns true if pattern matches otherwise, it returns false. 

Note: If you only want to check whether one string is contained in another string, do not use 
preg_match() function. Use the strpos() function as it will be faster. 

Examples: case-insensitive search 

1. <?php   

2.     //initialize a variable of string type   

3.     $website = "PHP is Good language.";   



4.        

5.     //case insensitive search for word jtp   

6.     //The "i" after pattern delimiter indicates case-insensitive search   

7.     $res = preg_match('/php/i', $website, $matches);   

8.        

9.     if ($res) {   

10.         echo "Pattern matched in string.</br>";   

11.         print_r($matches);   

12.     } else {   

13.         echo "Pattern not matched in string.";   

14.     }   

15. ?>   

Output: 

Pattern matched in string. 

Array ( [0] => PHP ) 

Examples: by using word boundary (\b) 

1. <?php   

2.     /* The \b indicates the word boundary in the pattern. So, it matches only the distinct  

3.              word like "web", and words like "coreweb" or " webinar" do not match partially.*/  

             

4.     if (preg_match("/\bweb\b/i", "PHP is a web scripting language.")) {   

5.         echo "A match was found. </br>";   

6.     } else {   

7.         echo "A match was not found. </br>";   

8.     }   

9.    

10.     if (preg_match("/\bweb\b/i", "PHP is a website scripting language.")) {   

11.         echo "A match was found.";   

12.     } else {   

13.         echo "A match was not found.";   

14.     }   

15. ?>   

Output: 

A match was found. 

A match was not found. 

 

Example: 



<?php 

$pattern = "/ca[kf]e/"; 

$text = "He was eating cake in the cafe."; 

if(preg_match($pattern, $text)){ 

    echo "Match found!"; 

} else{ 

    echo "Match not found."; 

} 

?> 

Regex (Regular Expression) syntax 

[abc] Matches a single character - a, b, or c 

[^abc] Matches any single character but a, b, or c 

[a-z] Matches any single character within the range a-z 

[a-zA-Z] Any single character within the range a-z or A-Z 

^ Start of line 

$ End of line 

\A Start of string 

\z End of string 

. Any single character 

\s Any whitespace character 

\S Any non-whitespace character 

\d Any digit 

\D Any non-digit 

\w Any word character (letter, number, underscore) 

\W Any non-word character 



\b Word boundary checker 

/?/ Starts and ends the regular expression 

(?) Capture everything enclosed in parenthesis () 

(a|b) a or b 

a? Zero or one of a 

a* Zero or more of a 

a+ One or more of a 

a{3} Exactly 3 of a 

a{3,} 3 or more of a 

a{3,6} Between 3 and 6 of a 

i Case insensitive check 

m Make dot match newlines 

x Ignore whitespace in regex 

Explaining the pattern "[^[a-zA-Z0-9._-] +@[a-zA-Z0-9-]+\.[a-zA-
Z.]{2,5}$/]" 

o ""/?/"" It shows start and end of regular expression. 

o "[^[a-zA-Z0-9._-]" It matches any uppercase or lowercase letters, numbers 

between 0 to 9, dot, underscore, or dashes. 

o "+@[a-zA-Z0-9-]" It matches the @ symbol followed by the upper or lowercase 

letters, numbers between 0 and 9 or dashes. 

o "+\.[a-zA-Z.]{2,5}$/" The dot is escaped by using backslash and then matches 

any lower or uppercase letters with a length between 2 and 5 at the end of string. 

PHP preg_replace() function 



The preg_replace() function is a built-in function of PHP. It is used to perform a regular 

expression search and replace. This function searches for pattern in subject parameter 

and replaces them with the replacement. 

Syntax 

1. preg_replace (mixed $pattern, mixed $replacement, mixed $subject, int $limit, int $count)   

Parameters 

pattern 

This parameter can be either a string or an array with strings. It holds the pattern to search 

in subject parameter. 

replacement 

It is a string or an array with strings parameter. This parameter replaces the pattern 

matched in subject parameter. It is a mandatory parameter. 

o If the replacement parameter is a string and the pattern parameter is an array, all 

patterns will be replaced by that string. 

o If both replacement and pattern parameters are arrays, each pattern will be replaced 

by the replacement counterpart. 

o If the replacement array consists of fewer elements than the pattern array, any extra 

pattern will be replaced by an empty string. 

subject 

The subject parameter can also be either a string or an array of string to search and 

replace. 

If the subject is an array, the search and replacement are performed on every entry of 

subject, and the returned value will also be an array. 

limit 

The limit is an optional parameter that specifies the maximum possible replacement for 

each pattern. The default value of limit is -1, which means no limit. 

count 

It is an optional parameter. If this parameter is passed, this variable will contain the 

number of replacements done. This parameter added in PHP 5.1.0. 

Return Type 



The preg_replace() function returns an array if the subject parameter is an array otherwise 

it returns a string. 

o After the replacement has done, the modified string will be returned. 

o If any matches do not find, the string will remain unchanged. 

Examples: 

1. $res = preg_replace('/abc/', 'efg', $string);       #Replace all 'abc' with 'efg'   

2. $res = preg_replace('/abc/i', 'efg', $string);      #Replace with case-insensitive matching   

3. $res = preg_replace('/\s+/', '', $string);      #Strip all whitespace     

Example: 

1. <?php   

2.     $date = 'May 29, 2020';   

3.     $pattern = '/(\w+) (\d+), (\d+)/i';   

4.     $replacement = '${1} 5,$3';   

5.     //display the result returned by preg_replace   

6.     echo preg_replace($pattern, $replacement, $date);   

7. ?>   

Output: 

May 5, 2020  

Example to strip whitespace 

1. <?php   

2.     $str = 'Camila    Cabello   is    a   Hollywood    singer.';   

3.     $str = preg_replace('/\s+/', ' ', $str);   

4.     echo $str;   

5. ?>   

Output: 

Camila Cabello is a Hollywood singer.  

Example: 

This example will contain a pattern array to replace with replacement array. 

1. <?php           

2.     //declare a string   



3.     $string = 'The slow black bear runs away from the zoo.';   

4.     $patterns = array();   

5.        

6.     //pattern to search in subject string   

7.     $patterns[0] = '/slow/';   

8.     $patterns[1] = '/black/';   

9.     $patterns[2] = '/bear/';   

10.     //replacement value to replace with pattern in the given search string   

11.     $replacements = array();   

12.     $replacements[2] = 'fox';   

13.     $replacements[1] = 'brown';   

14.     $replacements[0] = 'quick';  

15.     //apply preg_replace function   

16.     $newstr = preg_replace($patterns, $replacements, $string);   

17.     echo "<b>String after replacement:</b> " .$newstr;   

18. ?>   

Output: 

String after replacement: The fox brown quick runs away from the zoo. 

In the above example, we can see that output is not same as we want. Therefore, by 

applying ksort() on patterns and replacements before using preg_replace(), we can get 

what we want to. 

1. <?php       

2.     //declare a string   

3.     $string = 'The slow black bear runs away from the zoo.';   

4.     $patterns = array();   

5.     //pattern to search in subject string   

6.     $patterns[0] = '/slow/';   

7.     $patterns[1] = '/black/';   

8.     $patterns[2] = '/bear/';   

9.     //replacement value to replace with pattern in the given search string   

10.     $replacements = array();   

11.     $replacements[2] = 'fox';   

12.     $replacements[1] = 'brown';   

13.     $replacements[0] = 'quick';   

14.     //sort the values of both pattern and replacement   

15.     ksort($patterns);   

16.     ksort($replacements);   

17.     //apply preg_replace function   



18.     $newstr = preg_replace($patterns, $replacements, $string);   

19.     echo "<b>String after replacement using ksort:</b> " .$newstr;   

20. ?>   

Output: 

String after replacement using ksort: The quick brown fox runs away from the 

zoo. 

Example: 

<?php 

$pattern = "/\s/"; 

$replacement = "-"; 

$text = "Earth revolves around\nthe\tSun"; 

// Replace spaces, newlines and tabs 

echo preg_replace($pattern, $replacement, $text); 

echo "<br>"; 

// Replace only spaces 

echo str_replace(" ", "-", $text); 

?> 

PHP Preg_split 

Let’s now look at another example that uses the preg_split function. We will take a string 

phrase and explode it into an array; the pattern to be matched is a single space. 

<?php 

$my_text="I Love Regular Expressions"; 

$my_array  = preg_split("/ /", $my_text); 

print_r($my_array ); 

?> 

  Browse to the URL http://localhost/phptuts/preg_split.php 

 

 

https://www.guru99.com/images/2013/04/preg_split.png


<?php 

   $ip = "123.456.789.000"; // some IP address 

   $iparr = preg_split ("/\./", $ip);  

    

   print "$iparr[0] <br />"; 

   print "$iparr[1] <br />" ; 

   print "$iparr[2] <br />"  ; 

   print "$iparr[3] <br />"  ; 

?> 

This will produce the following result − 

123  

456  

789  

000  
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